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Abstract— Agents are software programs that perform tasks on
behalf of others and they are used to clean the text database with
their characteristics. Agents are task oriented with the ability to learn
by themselves and they react to the situation.
Learning
characteristics of an agent is done by verifying its previous
experience from its knowledgebase. An agent concept is a
complementary approach to the Object Oriented paradigm with
respect to the design and implementation of the autonomous entities
driven by beliefs, goals and plans. Text database cleaning process
detects and cleans the wrong data or duplicates data or missing data
by identifying the outliers. Cleaning of Text Databases focuses on
incomplete data cleaning. Incomplete data cleaning is performed
using the attribute missing rate. Agents incorporated in the
architectural design of a Text database cleaning process combines
both the features of Multi-Agent System (MAS) Framework and
MAS with learning (MAS-L) Framework. MAS framework reduces
the development time and the complexity of implementing the
software agents. MAS-L framework incorporates the intelligence
and learning properties of agents present in the system. MAS-L
Framework makes use of the Decision Tree learning and an
evaluation function to decide the next best decision that applies to the
machine learning technique. This paper proposes the design for
Multi-Agent based Data Cleaning Architecture that incorporates the
structural design of agents into object model. The Design of an
architectural model for Multi-Agent based Data Cleaning inherits the
features of the Multi-Agent System (MAS) and uses the MAS-L
framework to design the intelligence and learning characteristics.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Data cleaning and knowledge discovery are the emerging
research areas that are growing exponentially [5]. Popularity
of the internet and traditional information sources, like
relational databases are the factors that influence this growth
of information in online. The availability of these resources
not only increases the complexity of data leads to the question
of considering about the quality of such data.

In collecting the data from the real-world application, we
may receive data with important feature missing such as
attribute missing values, duplicates, etc., [17]. Such data
collected from various sources may not be useful to obtain
complete information and it is referred as incomplete data.
The data records with incomplete information need to undergo
data cleaning process. Text database cleaning process detects
and cleans the wrong data or missing data by identifying the
outliers.
Incomplete data is considered as one of the most common
means of error occurs to the database. Incomplete data are
caused due to non availability of certain data or the difference
in detailed schema from multiple databases. Appropriate
procedures are used to handle incomplete information of
database [18]. Since, there are many methods available for
handling incomplete information, identifying a method that is
more suitable for the given application is considered as the
prime task of this cleaning process.
Data Cleaning Multi-Agent (DCMA) Architecture uses
knowledge processing elements (Agents) to identify the
incomplete information of the database and uses necessary
procedure / methods to fill the missing data [32]. Further,
agents present in the DCMA architecture make use of the
MAS and MAS-L frameworks to establish communication
and intelligence [6]. Combined features of those two object
oriented frameworks and the proposed DCMA Architecture
make the system to react using their intelligent behavior. This
system is referred as Intelligent Multi-Agent System Data
Cleaning (IMASDC) Architecture [15]. Text database with
incomplete data records is cleaned using this IMASDC
Architecture.
In this paper Section 2 describes about the object oriented
frameworks MAS and MAS-L. Section 3 discusses the Text
Database cleaning in terms of Incomplete Data cleaning.
Section 4 describes the functionalities of Data Cleaning MultiAgent Architecture and the text database cleaning by
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identifying the missing values present in the text database is
described using Multi-Agent Data Cleaning Architecture.
Section 5 introduces Agent learning for Incomplete data in
Text database cleaning and presents Decision Tree based
learning algorithm for it. Also this Section illustrates the
significance of Decision tree construction process with sample
training example. Section 6 explains Text Database Cleaning
by identifying the missing values and filling them using the
IMASDC Architecture and the implementation process with a
sample text database. Section 7 analyses normal Text
Database Cleaning of Incomplete data method and the method
based on IMASDC Architecture.

2. OBJECT ORIENTED FRAMEWORKS
2.1MAS Framework
Objective of MAS framework is to reduce the
development time and the complexity of implementing
software agents [31]. The design of this framework is based
on Gaia methodology, which is used to build models in the
analysis and the design phase [34]. This framework is
composed of one abstract class Agent, two final classes
namely
ProcessMessageThread
and
AgentCommunicationLayer and four interfaces [10]. The
interfaces are AgentMessage, AgentBlackBoard information,
InteractionProtocol and AgentInterface [11].

care of the message format. AgentBlackboard information
specifies the black board message format. The class
AgentCommunicationLayer
implements
the
entire
communication needed for agents to interact with the
distributed system.
2.2 MAS-L Framework
The MAS-L Framework is combined with the MAS
framework to implement the learning and intelligence
characteristics of software agents [23].
This Framework
incorporates two machine learning approaches namely
Decision Tree based learning and an Evaluation function. The
decision tree approach of software agent learning is based on
the current state of environment. The nodes of the tree are
intermediate decision points and the leaf nodes are the final
states where the searching ends successfully. The search
algorithm indicates the best move that leads to successful final
state. The Evaluation function is used to determine the next
possible
move
to
perform
action.

Fig 2. MAS-L Framework
The MAS-L Framework has two abstract classes namely,
DecisionSearchTree (DST) and PlayerIntelligence and an
interface Evaluation Function [24]. The first class to be
extended is Evaluation function that evaluates the
intermediate node of the decision tree. This class emphasises
well defined data structure along with the properties of the
Decision trees to choose a machine learning technique to
implement this function. The next class to be extended is the
DecisionSearchTree (DST) that implements the data structure
of Decision Tree along with the searching. To reduce the
searching time in the DST, pruning techniques are
incorporated using the maximum depth search algorithm.
This class shall instantiate the class that implements
evaluation function to perform the evaluation of intermediate
nodes.
Finally the PlayerIntelligence class acts as an
interface to the software agents. This class shall instantiate the
class that extends DecisionSearchTree to decide the next best
decision.

3. Problem Definition
Agent class is responsible for providing start up code,
ending code, and display of messages [9]. AgentInterface, a
sub class inherited from Agent, implements the run method
and is responsible for initiating agent’s private actions.
InteractionProtocol interface defines the interaction among the
agents. ProcessMessageThread creates a new control for
every incoming message and AgentMessage interface takes

Cleaning of Text Databases focuses on Incomplete data
cleaning. Incomplete data cleaning is performed using the
attribute missing rate [7]. The description of the Incomplete
data cleaning approaches is explained as follows.
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3.1 Incomplete Data Cleaning
While handling large amount databases we may obtain
some database with important information missing. Missing
values present in the database makes the database an
inconsistent one. To overcome the inconsistent problem the
database should be cleaned to be used in the real-world
application [14]. Main objective of this problem is to identify
the incompleteness and then detect the usability of the
attribute to determine whether to fill the database or to remove
the entire record / tuple.
3.1.1 Principle of Incomplete Data Cleaning
The principle of incomplete data cleaning is described by
the following procedure. The cleaning process receives text
database as input and produces the output as cleaned text
database [16]. Given text database is verified to check the
existence of incomplete data by executing appropriate query.
Incompleteness is determined by verifying the missing values
of the attribute from the resultant query [32]. Next usability
of the record is identified by computing the Attribute

method. If the missing rate is high then there is no use in
filling the database tuple and hence it is deleted / removed
from the database.
3.1.2 Phases of Incomplete Data Cleaning
The first phase of the incomplete data cleaning is to
detect the incomplete data from the given text database file.
Existence of incomplete data present in the given text
database are detected using programming constructs or by
using query language.
The subsequent phase in the
incomplete data cleaning is to detect the data usability. The
usability determines whether the record should be saved or
removed and it is done by computing the degree of
incompleteness. In the process of computing the degree of
incompleteness the percentage of lost values or missing values
is computed first in all the records and then other factors are
considered. The existence of the key information in the
residual values of the attributes is verified and is used to
decide whether to accept or reject. If the attributes of one
record has default values (0 for integer and NULL for
character) then those default values are considered as lost
values. The evaluation of data incompleteness is as follows:

Dirty data with Duplicate
Dirty Data with
Incompleteness Data

Detect Incomplete

Detecting Incompleteness
Data

Usability
Is Data
Incomplete ？

No

Determining Data
Usability

Yes

Fill / Remove
Deleting Record

No

Is Data Usabile ？

Cleaned Data
Yes
Inferring Missing
Attribute Values

Clean Data

Fig.3 The Principle of Incompleteness Data Cleaning
Missing in Record (AMR)[36]. If the missing rate is low
then filling of missing values is done by using manual
method, constant substitute method, average substitute
method, regular substitute method, or estimated attribute

Fig 4. Phases of Incomplete Data Cleaning
The incomplete data cleaning process is to determine the
usability of the record. Let R ={a1,a2,........an} denote the n
attributes of record R and is denoted by a1,a2, …,an and let m
denote the number of missing attribute values in record R
(including the fields whose values are default values).
Attribute missing in Record (AMR) denotes the percentage of
missing attribute values in record R,  denotes the threshold
of the percentage of missing attribute in record R. The
Attribute missing in Record is defined as AMR  m and
n

th e thr eshold   [ 0 ,1] .
If AMR > 
then the
record should be retained otherwise it should be discarded.
The value



used in the incomplete data cleaning process is
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determined by analyzing the source data by an expert and is
stored in the system for further reference. Also, the default
values are well defined and are used to calculate the value of
m.
In the incomplete data cleaning process, apart from
considering the degree of incompleteness as a major factor the
existence of key attribute is also considered. During the
analysis experts determine the key attribute of the source data.
The records should also be saved even when AMR   , given
the key attributes exist in the incomplete data.
Data filling or removing in a record is the final phase of
the incomplete data cleaning process and it needs to make use
of a specific technique to fill the missing values. This process
is described in the next section.
3.1.3 Techniques for Processing Missing Values

There are various methods associated with the missing
value processing. Incomplete data cleaning technique is
applied after detecting the usability of the record and it
chooses manual method or constant substitute method or
average substitute method or regular substitute method or/and
estimated attribute method. When the amount of data taken
for detecting incompleteness is not large Manual method is
more suitable. Constant Substitute method fills all the missing
values with the same numeric or string constant as
“Unknown” or “Miss value” or “Zero” or “101”. This method
is very simple to substitute the missing values but may result
in wrong analysis because all the missing values are replaced
with the same constant. Missing values filled with the
average value of an attribute is referred as Average substitute
method. If the database is large this method takes more
processing time to calculate the average of attributes and to
fill the missing values. Data analysis applied to the resultant
of this method will give the close result but not the exact one.
Regular Substitute Method is considered as a common method
used to fill the attribute missing values. The value that occurs
more often in the attribute is used to substitute the missing
values. This incomplete cleaning process gives better result
than the other methods. Estimated Attribute method is a
scientific method and is one of the most complex methods
used to fill the missing values. This method uses relevant
arithmetic as regress and a decision tree to predict the possible
values of the lost attributes and then replace the defaults with
predicted values. The methods discussed above are the usual
approaches and selection of the method relies on the specific
data source [32].

4
DATA
CLEANING
ARCHITECTURE

MULTI-AGENT

Agents are made available with some initial knowledge in
order to take initial decisions [2]. Data cleaning architecture
describes the interaction and method of communication
between the multi-agents present in the system [8][13]. The

Data Cleaning Multi-Agent Architecture requires Interface
Agent, Data Collection Agent, Data Cleaning Agent,
Knowledge Management Agent and Message Handling Agent
to perform different tasks [30]. These agents are described in
the subsequent paragraphs.
Interface Agent (IA) present in the top most layer
interacts with Data Collection Agent, Data Cleaning Agent,
Message Handling Agent and Knowledge Management Agent.
This agent submits the user provided details to the Data
Collection Agent. Also, IA receives user information from
the Data Cleaning Agent, interaction dialogues from the
Message Handling Agent and mined results from the Data
Cleaning Agent. Finally, it returns the result from the
interacted agents to the user.
Data collection agent (DCOA) present in the second
layer gets user details from Interface Agent (IA) and sends it
to the Knowledge Management Agent (KMA) to verify the
user information. The result of the verification process from
the KMA is passed to the Interface Agent. Also, DCOA has
the responsibility to handover all the collected information,
namely the user name, file name, file type, user preference or
the filter key to the Data Cleaning Agent to perform the data
cleaning task.

User

Interface
Agent

Data
Collection
Agent

Data
Cleaning
Agent

Message
Handling
Agent

Knowledge
Management
Agent

Fig 5. Multi-Agent Data Cleaning Architecture
Data cleaning agent (DCLA) in the second layer receives
the user profile and data cleaning details from the Data
collection agent (DCOA). The knowledge required for the
data cleaning process is received from the KMA. If the KMA
instructs to carryout the cleaning process then the data
cleaning is performed by executing appropriate methods with
the keyword. If the KMA finds that the cleaning has already
been done then the result is handed over to the IA by the
DCLA. DCLA uses the keyword and the file name given by
the user for cleaning either by clustering or by filtering
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technique. Irrelevant or the inconsistent data are identified by
analyzing the data items which are not close to the context and
are identified as a group of clusters. These clusters are either
omitted or deleted from the database. The remaining data in
the database after this process is sent to the IA.
Knowledge Management Agent (KMA) does the process
of identification and elimination of user information. KMA
possesses some initial knowledge and functions to analyze the
knowledgebase. This Agent is capable of learning from the
previous experience present in its knowledgebase. The KMA
updates with the addition of new knowledge or by the removal
of conflicting patterns that may present in the knowledgebase.
At this stage either the knowledge is added to the
knowledgebase or removed from it. The functionality of the
KMA is to receive user details from Data Collection Agent
and newly learned knowledge from Data Cleaning Agent.
Also, it requests the Message Handling Agent (MHA) to
prepare erroneous message or interaction dialogues to handle
the situation. With the user profile and preferences it verifies
its knowledgebase to decide for initiating the Data Cleaning
Agent to perform the cleaning task. If the cleaning process
has already been done with the specified preference in a
particular file, the KMA decides not to do the cleaning
process. Otherwise the cleaning process is initiated in the
DCLA by the KMA. The MAS-L framework is designated
for KMA-Learning. KMA initiates the Intelligence class of
MAS-L Framework by instantiating the Decision Tree that
invokes the evaluation function to decide the next best move.

Message Handling Agent (MHA), handles messages
among the agents present in the system. KMA initiates the
MHA to prepare a message when the requested file is not
available in the specified path or directory and/or when the
specified preference does not match with the data present in
the system.
During the cleaning task the Data Cleaning
Agent may encounter an erroneous situation or may require
the user to provide some additional information. To handle
this situation Data Cleaning Agent requests the MHA to
prepare either an erroneous message or user interaction
dialogue. MHA sends appropriate message to the Interface
Agent.
4.1 Incomplete Data cleaning using Multi-Agent
Architecture

Text database cleaning focuses incomplete information
present in the database. Incomplete Data cleaning procedure
is described in detail in section 3. Filling of missing values
present in the text database is referred as Incomplete Text
database cleaning and is done with the help of Multi-Agent
Data Cleaning (MADC) Architecture [25]. Agents present in
MADC architecture are facilitated with the object oriented
frameworks MAS and MAS-L to have reusable components
and to establish intelligence. Agents involved in the cleaning
process of the incomplete data cleaning task make use of
appropriate methods to perform the cleaning task [1]. During

the data cleaning task agents are capable of learning from the
environment and react to the situation [15]. Knowledge
Management Agent defined in the MADC architecture is
designated as learning agent [35]. Knowledge Management
Agent stores its previous experience and uses it when
necessary [20]. Hence, need of agents become mandatory in
the text database cleaning task and they are used to improve
the performance of the system [3].

5. Agent learning in Text Data Cleaning of
Incomplete Data
5.1 Agent learning process

Machine learning is the area of artificial intelligence that
examines how to write programs that can learn. Machine
learning is often used for prediction or classification [30].
Prediction is done based on the feed back and an agent learns
through examples. When a similar prediction occurs in future
the feed back is used to make the same prediction or
completely a new prediction. Machine learning applied in the
data mining task uses a model to represent the data. The
model is a graphical structure such as neural networks or
decision trees.
A decision tree is a tree where the root and each internal
node are labelled with a question. The arcs emanating from
each node represents each possible answer to the associated
question. Each leaf node represents a prediction of a solution
to the problem under consideration [19]. A Decision Tree is a
prediction modelling technique used in classification,
clustering, and prediction tasks. Decision Tree uses divide
and conquer technique to split the problem space into subsets.
Searching in a decision tree starts at the root node and ends
successfully at the leaf node. Leaf nodes represent the
successful guess of the object being predicted.
Decision tree based machine learning approach is
introduced in the IMASDC architecture describes the
examples in terms of attribute-value pairs that range over
finitely many fixed possibilities. Also the concept to be learnt
may have discrete and disjunctive description may be required
to arrive at a decision. Learning decision trees classifies the
training example with a finite set of attributes along with its
associated values [19]. Attributes and values are used to learn
the structure of the decision trees which can be used to decide
the category in an unknown situation.
Learning takes place as a result of the interaction between
the agent and the environment, and from observation by the
agent of its own decision making processes [12]. Learning is
used not only to react but also to improve the agent’s ability to
act in the future [22]. Agents incorporated in the Text data
cleaning process works under unsupervised learning principle
and they use machine learning based decision trees as a tool to
learn from the environment with its past experience [33].
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5.2 Decision Tree based learning algorithm for Text
database cleaning of Incomplete data

The Decision Tree based learning for the Text Database
cleaning is focused on incomplete data cleaning. Incomplete
text database cleaning approach is described in this section.
Algorithm:
Incomplete-Clean()
Begin
If Detect = ‘Incomplete’ Then
// identify the incomplete database
// the records with no value or default value are considered
// as incomplete data and such records are extracted for
//further processing

Compute-attribute-missing(); // find out the att-val missing
// record
Usability();
// compute usability of the record
Degree-of-incompleteness(); // determine the degree of
// incompleteness
If AMR = ‘low’ Then // AMR <  [threshold]
// if the degree of incomplete incompleteness is low then
// it is meaningful fill the missing information
For each of the missing value attributes do
Begin
If Replace = ‘regular’ Then
Regular-substitute-method();
// This method computes the filling value by finding
// the most often occurred value in the attribute
Else
// use other method to replace the missing values
// requested by the user
Execute-app-method ();
End if
End;
Else // { AMR is high }
// usability of the record is very low and the degree of
// incompleteness is high
Purge-record ();
// deletes the record
End if
Else // { Detect ≠ Incomplete }
// Agent learns not to perform any operation
// all the information present in the text database is complete
End if
End.
The decision tree based incomplete data cleaning of
text database algorithm learns the cleaning task by identifying
the attribute values and executes appropriate methods to
initiate the data cleaning action by filling the missing values
with appropriate values depending upon the input.
In the Data Cleaning Multi-Agent Architecture, KMA
uses the Machine learning based Decision tree learning
approach to implement the text database cleaning [27].

Table 1 is used as the training example for the agent to
perform the incomplete data cleaning process [28]. In the
Incomplete Data Cleaning learning process, KMA uses the
node attributes ‘DETECT’, ’AMR’ and ‘REPLACE’ to
perform decision tree based Incomplete data cleaning (Fig 6).
Based on the value present in the training example the KMA
identifies and executes appropriate method to perform the text
database cleaning [21]. The Agent learning algorithm is
tested with the samples present in the training example
(Table 1).
5.3 Decision Tree construction process for Text Database
Cleaning of Incomplete Data

Decision tree construction process makes use of the ID3
(Induction Decision Tree Version 3) machine learning
inductive algorithm. This algorithm requires computing the
measures entropy and information gain[26]. The training data
used in the decision tree construction process is built by using
the set of node attributes along with its possible values. ID3
algorithm uses this training data as input and constructs the
decision tree by placing the attribute node in its place by using
the measures entropy and information gain. The entropy and
information gain are computed using the following formulae.

Evaluation of the intermediate nodes is done by an
Evaluation function that applies the Deterministic Competitive
Learning algorithm (DCL) concept. The algorithm found to
be more suitable for Boolean valued function and is used in
the evaluation function. The DCL algorithm changes its state
and moves to one more level down in the decision tree if the
Evaluation Function returns true value otherwise it remains in
the same state. In other words, the algorithm learns only if
the status of the output has been changed compared to the
previous iteration. DCL updates the weights using the
following procedure [4].
Wj[n+1] = Wj[n] + Sj(yj)( x –Wj[n] )
Where W is the weight vector and
Sj(yj) ={ 1, if j is the winner
{ 0, otherwise.
The Decision Tree construction process for the Text
database cleaning of Incomplete data is described below in
detail.
Decision tree construction process needs to compute the
measures entropy and information gain for each of the
associated node attributes. After computing the measure
values for all the node attributes, the algorithm chooses the
node attribute with higher information gain as its root node.
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The children of the root node are obtained by recursively
applying the algorithm to the rest of the node attributes. The
Learning function is computed using the Decision Tree and is
used in the evaluation function to determine the action plan.
S.No

DETECT

AMR

REPLACE

LEARN

S1

Incomplete

Low

Regular

Yes

S2

Incomplete

Low

Other

No

S3

Incomplete

High

Regular

No

S4

Incomplete

High

Other

No

S5

Complete

Low

Regular

Yes

S6

Complete

Low

Other

Yes

S7

Complete

Low

Regular

Yes

6. INTELLIGENT MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM
ARCHITECTURE FOR DATA CLEANING

Table 1 Sample training data for Incomplete data cleaning
Detect

Incomplete

Complete

AMR
Low

High

Replace
Regular

Other

Y

N

N

reaches the node REPLACE at the next level. Deleting the
Record from the database is done as action by the KMA, if the
value of the node AMR is ‘High’. The node Replace has
values regular and others to choose either regular substitution
method or other methods. If the value of the node Replace is
regular then it chooses the method regular() to perform regular
substitution method to fill the missing values. The value
others of the node Replace enables the agent to any other
method to fill the missing data. The decision variable Learn
has two values namely ‘yes’ and ‘No’ to indicate the learning
status of the agent.

Intelligent Multi-Agent System Data Cleaning (IMASDC)
Architecture combines the features of Multi-Agent data
cleaning Architecture, MAS and MAS-L frameworks to carry
out data cleaning process (Fig 7). The MAS and MAS-L
frameworks are designed using the object oriented concept
and IMASDC Architecture makes use of them to improve the
performance of the cleaning task. Agents present in the
IMASDC Architecture inherit all the classes and interfaces
from the AgentClass of the MAS framework, and the learning
aspect is initiated by using the intelligent class of the MAS-L
Framework. These agents use the InteractionProtocol to
interact with the other agents and make use of the
AgentCommunicationLayer to implement the communication
protocol to interact with the data cleaning system. All
communications are done through the InteractioProtocol that
uses AgentBlackBoardinformation to exchange the message.
Blackboard is used to establish communication between the
agents available in the data cleaning architecture.
EvaFun

Agent

Y

Fig 6 Decision Tree Learning Approach for Text Database
Cleaning of Incomplete Data
User

Sample data present in Table1 is used to train the KMA to
learn while cleaning the incomplete data [28]. To train the
KMA the sample training data considers attributes Detect,
AMR (Attribute Missing in Record ), and Replace for decision
tree construction. KMA initiates the learning process from
the root node (DETECT) of the decision tree, reads the value
of the training example and determines the action. If the value
of the root node attribute DETECT is ‘Incomplete’ then KMA
confirms the Incomplete data cleaning method and initiates
the cleaning action by moving one level down in the decision
tree and reaches the node AMR. The KMA determines not to
perform any action / operation for the value ‘Complete’ of the
root node DETECT. After reaching the node AMR, KMA
reads the value of the node AMR from the training example.
If the value of the node AMR is ‘Low’ then KMA learns to
perform incomplete data cleaning process and moves one
level down in the decision tree from the current node and

DCLA

IA

MHA

DST

DCOA

KMA
Intelli
-gence

Fig 7. IMASDC Architecture using in Multi-Agent Data Cleaning
Architecture, MAS and MAS-L Frameworks

Agent’s communication is visualized through Black Board
and is used as a common platform for all the agents to
communicate [29]. Interface Agent uses the AgentInterface to
initiate other agents. MHA uses Processmessagethread and
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AgentMessage of the MAS framework to prepare and handle
the message. KMA initiates the Intelligenceclass of MAS-L
framework to enable the learning activity. The intelligence
class in turn calls the DecisionSearchTree class which
constructs the nodes for the Decision Tree using the ID3
machine learning algorithm.

6.1 Text Database cleaning of Incomplete data Using
IMASDC Architecture

User initiates the data cleaning task by providing the
source file name and the details necessary to perform the
cleaning task. Multi-agent present in the data cleaning
architecture receives the user provided information and
determines the action with the help of the KMA. KMA uses
its learning capability to initiate intelligence component and to
determine the action plan. Incomplete database cleaning
process uses IMASDC Architecture to fill the missing values.
KMA present in the architecture uses specific key value to
initiate the intelligence component to construct appropriate
decision trees. The Incomplete data cleaning approach
considers the attributes DETECT, AMR and REPLACE for
the decision tree construction. Table 1 is used as a training
sample to train the KMA and to plan for further action plan.
KMA initiates the search process from the root of the decision
tree and makes use of the evaluation function to determine the
action. In the decision tree search process agent learns to
move from the current node to one more level down in the
decision tree or remain in the same node based on the value
returned by the evaluation function. Text database cleaning
using the IMASDC Architecture is described in detail as
follows.
Interaction Agent (IA) receives the user input and sends it
to the Data Collection Agent (DCOA) for further processing.
DCOA sends the user details to the KMA to verify the
existence of the user provided information and the method
needed for the text database cleaning task. KMA makes use
of the user input (file name and key word) and determines the
action by verifying its knowledgebase by using the keyword
and the file name. KMA checks its knowledgebase for the
existence of cleaned information related to the input file. If it
is available then KMA sends the cleaned details to the Data
Cleaning Agent (DCLA) for forwarding to IA. If the cleaned
information related to the input file is not available then the
given input file is taken up for cleaning and the KMA
determines one of the suitable cleaning methods. If the
keyword is Incomplete, KMA selects the method IncompleteClean() method to fill the missing values of the given text
database. Once the selection of the cleaning method is over,
KMA provides the source file, method needed to the DCLA to
initiate the cleaning action. When the cleaning task is over
DCLA sends the cleaned information to the KMA to update
its knowledgebase and also sends the cleaned details to the IA
as the output. IA receives the output file from the DCLA and

sends the cleaned file to the user. During the text database
cleaning task Message Handling Agent (MHA) present in the
architecture initiates interaction dialogues or messages to
exchange messages among the agents.
6.2. Implementation

User provides the source file name (Patient.DB) and the
keyword to the Interface Agent. Interface agent sends the
details to the DCOA and it forwards the same detail to the
KMA. KMA sends the source file to be cleaned along with
the keyword to the Intelligence Component. Intelligence
component (IC) checks the keyword and chooses incompleteclean decision tree. After selecting the decision tree IC sends
the information to the concerned decision tree and initiates the
search process from its root node. Decision Search Tree
component forwards the source file (*.DB extension) to the
evaluation function to determine the cleaning action.
Evaluation function makes use of the keyword to check the
availability of the file with *.IDC.DB extension for the
keyword ‘incomplete’. *.IDC.DB stands for Incomplete Data
Cleaning database. If the files with the extensions is present
the evaluation function return 0 (without changing state) and
the decision tree chooses the ‘other’ option to determine not to
perform any cleaning operation. Decision tree forwards the
cleaned file name (with *.IDC.DB extension) to the
intelligence component. Intelligence component forwards the
file to the KMA. KMA sends the cleaned file to the DCLA
for further processing. KMA initiates the MHA to prepare a
message about the file existence and MHA in turn sends the
‘file existence’ message to the user via IA.
If the file with extension *.DB is present and the keyword
given by the user is Incomplete then the evaluation function
chooses Incomplete-clean decision tree (Fig 6). Searching
starts from the root node DETECT to initiate the cleaning
action. Decision tree component makes use of the training
example (Table 1) record to determine the action.
The evaluation function reads the value of the attribute as
‘Incomplete’ from the training example and verifies it with the
branch values of the current node.
Left branch of the
decision tree matches with the value present in the training
example. Hence Evaluation function changes its state and
returns the value 1 and moves to the left branch of the
decision tree and it reaches the node AMR.
Now the evaluation function reads the value of the node
attribute AMR. If the value is ‘Low’ then the evaluation
function returns value 1. The decision tree reaches the node
REPLACE by moving one level down from the current node.
The decision tree sends the source file name to perform
incomplete data cleaning operation to the intelligence
component. . Intelligence component in turn sends the same
to the KMA and KMA forwards the details to the DCLA to
detect the missing values from the source text database file.
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P.No

Gen-

Visit

Heart

Sys

Dia

Dia

Adv

der

Date

Rate

-BP

BP

Code

Event

12

M

12/12/2008

80

120

100

101

0

101

M

10/4/2008

71

65

111

1

15

M

12/12/2008

53

85

65

201

1

45

M

15/3/2009

62

125

141

1

26

M

18

F

12/12/2008

58

115

202

F

15/3/2009

55

90

101

M

10/4/2008

71

220

M

16/7/2009

59

145

55
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121

1

65

111

1

70

141

0

12/12/2008

53

17

M

12/12/2008

85

15/3/2009
F

12/12/2008

6.3 Sample Text database cleaning of Incomplete data and
Cleaned Text database
P.No

Gen-

Visit

Heart

Sys-

Dia

Dia

Adv

der

Date

Rate

BP

BP

Code

Event

12

M

12/12/2008

80

120

100

101

0

101

M

10/4/2008

71

105

65

111

1

15

M

12/12/2008

53

85

65

201

1

45

M

15/3/2009

62

125

70

141

1

26

M

12/12/2008

55

105

65

125

0

18

F

12/12/2008

58

115

70

125

1

202

F

15/3/2009

55

90

70

121

1

101

M

10/4/2008

71

105

65

111

1

220

M

16/7/2009

59

100

70

141

0

15

M

12/12/2008

53

85

65

201

1

17

M

12/12/2008

85

105

70

100

1

202

M

15/3/2009

64

90

70

121

1

52

F

12/12/2008

76

110

70

121

0

151

M

202

0

70

10/4/1008

15

52

65

If the value of the node attribute AMR is ‘High’ then the
evaluation function returns value 0 without changing its state.
This means that the record has more number of missing
attribute values and is considered as useless record / tuple.
Since the branch of this node value ‘high’ is a leaf node it
returns the action plan as delete the tuple / record. This action
is sent as a message to the intelligence component which in
turn sends this message to the KMA. KMA forwards this
message to the DCLA to perform record removal operation.
The resultant of the process is stored with the extension
*.IDC.DB.

85

90
76

110

65

70

201

1

100

1

121

1

121

0

For each of the record present in the text database, the
measure usability of the record is computed. DCLA returns
the records with missing values (missing values may either
physically not present or it has default values) that are stored
in the file with *.MIS.DB extension to the KMA. KMA stores
this intermediate version of the (missing data) file and sends it
to the intelligence component. Intelligence component in turn
checks the usability of the missing records in *.MIS.DB
extension file. If the usability of the record is low then the
intelligence component enables the decision tree to determine
the action plan. Decision tree initiates the evaluation function
to determine the action. Evaluation function verifies the
training example value for the attribute REPLACE. If the
value of this node attribute is ‘Regular’ the evaluation
function returns the value 1 to the decision tree and the
decision tree moves one level down. Now the decision tree
reaches the leaf node and returns the action plan [to fill the
missing values by regular substitution method] to the
intelligence component. Intelligence component forwards this
information to the KMA and KMA in turn passes the
information to DCLA. DCLA executes the method provided
by the KMA to fill the missing values. DCLA returns the
cleaned (filled text database) file and name the file with
*.IDC.DB extension to the KMA to update its
knowledgebase. KMA receives file and stores the file in its
knowledgebase and deletes the intermediate version of
*.MIS.DB file. Also DCLA sends the cleaned output file to
the Interface Agent and it sends the same to the user.

Fig 8. Filling the Missing values
( Patient number 145 is deleted because the AMR is very high and other
records with missing value is filled and displayed in bold face )

6.4. Analysis

Text database cleaning is performed in terms of
incomplete data cleaning method. Text database cleaning is
analyzed in terms of agent based and normal cleaning. It is
observed that agent based text database cleaning produces a
better performance than the normal text database cleaning
method. The intelligent behavior of agents largely reduces the
time required for cleaning the text database. The task of the
DCLA involves the process of filling the missing values in a
given text database and using it for further reference. But the
reference to the already cleaned information related to a given
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file reduces the task of DCLA. KMA with the learning
capability of knowing the available cleaned information
related to a file ensures improvement in the performance of
the text database cleaning system.

system with higher performance than ordinary systems.
Future work on this paper may use the IMASDC architecture
to clean the text data, Email data and biological database.
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